If I were Mayor, I would do whatever is necessary to maintain a safe and orderly city. I would make my city a better and safe place to live by employing the best police force while increasing tourism and job opportunities. This would attract more people to live in our community. With these changes, many people's lives would be easier, happier and less of a hassle.

In order to protect my community; I would appoint and supervise the city’s Director of Public Safety. These ladies and gentlemen will work alongside me with the police and fire chiefs to control crimes and keep the streets safer. This will benefit the citizens of the City of Hinesville and give them a further sense of security within their city. This will also decrease the amount of people in our local jails and encourage community relations. I will also establish neighbor and community watches to reduce break-ins, murders, and other criminal behaviors from frequently happening. I would even have police officers to go around monitoring the community to make sure everything is secure.

In order to increase the number of tourist, I would make brochures highlighting special attractions such as hotels, restaurants, and parks in my city. I would also include many historic monuments and museums that would attract tourist to come visit the City of Hinesville. I would give out free or sample souvenirs that would interest many. Once people moved to the area, I would provide job opportunities with decent wages that compete with surrounding cities. I would even build more businesses, industries, and military facilities to give them more job opportunities to choose from. Local job fairs would be held twice a year. Also, for the elderly and less fortunate, I would provide housing with little to no fee at all. MY medical facilities will provide excellent service to everyone!

Under the security of the best police around, I will assure that you and your families are living in a safe environment. You have to see it to believe it!! Hinesville is the best place to be!
If I were Mayor, I would give Hinesville a major makeover. Hinesville is a great city but it has more beautiful potential to be even better. That is because we don’t take care of it. A good clean up and good maintenance would majorly help that problem. Hinesville now is like Radiator Springs in the children’s film, “Cars,” all it needs is a kind-hearted person to come clean it up. That person would be me.

I would first start out by holding a big track marathon to raise money for the cause. It would be similar to a glow run and would have fun children competitions for a small fee. I would organize it myself and be there at the show to shoot the gun and to help out with the game sales. The winner would get a special award like a metal or a plaque in honor of helping our town and winning the marathon. All the money would be put to a good cause—cleaning up the town.

I would then use the money we raised to hire street sweepers, renovators, painters, designers, and construction workers to clean up downtown and any odd ends. New shops can open from the newly renovated buildings and the roads would be bright and beautiful for anyone who drives through town.

I would also like to hold town meetings for any good ideas the people of Hinesville might have got their city. Since our country has a democratic government, we will post elections to what we should do based off the people’s ideas. Whatever idea had the most votes I will accomplish and thus make the citizens happy.

My work would not only make Hinesville more glamorous and professional but it would also boost the confidence of the people who live here. If the city isn’t maintained, 50 years from now it would really look bad. How would you feel working and living in a city that is not well kept? Most people would loath the idea. So keeping it maintained will spike your confidence to have a better day and a better life.
If I were Mayor, I would...

If I were Mayor, I would work my hardest to ensure that my citizens are satisfied in the city that they are living in. I would try and negotiate with other businesses, so they could have their businesses in the city. To keep the money going, I will apply the city up for grants to improve some of the old supplies. I would also interact more with the people living in the community. I would also be more involved with the schools. I want other students to be convinced that they could change the world. Also, I would also visit schools to see if students are interested in anything that could help our community. I would also recommend to the principals to let their students volunteers at places that need help like homeless shelters or hospitals.

I would get with the city council to figure out how we could make the city better. I would talk with some of the departments, like the police, public works, fire department, and more, to figure out what else needs to be done to hire as many city employees to keep the city in check. I would also be smart with the money that we get and balance it in the Budget Book. The reason why is because we are losing money nowadays and if we start now, it could happen nationwide or worldwide; after all, start small. I would also set up as many community projects to help the environment.

Being a mayor means a lot of responsibility. For example, you have to balance the money we spend and always try to make sure the city is doing well. I really want to have a role in the government and this could be my chance. If I were Mayor, I would be the best me I can be and work my hardest to make sure this city is the best.